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INTRODUCTION

This document is designed to “get to the point” of exactly who was behind the creation of 
the Global System, and who controls it today. Section 1 to 5 contain a simple chronological 
index, listing all major individuals and organizations involved with the creation of the System. 
The history of the System, and the conspiracy to create it, dates back hundreds of years 
(see Section 7, ‘System History Pre-1913ʼ), however, this document only covers ~1900
to 2019 in detail, as it was during this period that the most pivotal events ocurred.

The basic purposes of this document are:

   1) To demonstrate the existence of a multi-generational and highly-incestuous conspiracy
          to establish a Global World Governing System. 

   2) To add constantly overlooked context to the First and Second World Wars (which, in 
          reality, could be regarded as one long war, with a short “peaceful” intermission).

   3) To serve as a point of reference or mini encyclopedia that individuals can refer back 
           to while conducting their own research.

The information in this document was compiled after many hours of research 
and is accurate, as per the sources listed under each subheading, as of 2019.  
All sources used are “mainstream” and are widely regarded as reputable.

Enjoy.



1. PRE-FIRST WORLD WAR (<1914)

Federal Reserve System:
— http://archive.vn/4nNTQ — http://archive.vn/XHghD
- Founded 1913
- Signed into law by U.S. president Woodrow Wilson
- Key figures included Max M. Warburg and Paul Warburg of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., 
   and Henry P. Davison of J.P. Morgan

Anti-Defamation League:
— http://archive.vn/hN3l5 — http://archive.vn/IbjHM
- Founded 1913 by Bʼnai Bʼrith (the oldest Jewish lodge in history), 
   specifically by Adolf Kraus, a friend of Woodrow Wilson
- Led by Sigmund Livingston
- Founded due to the lynching of Leo Max Frank after he was convicted of the rape
   and murder of his employee Mary Phagan (ADL proclaims his innocence to this day)

Kuhn, Loeb & Co.:
— http://archive.vn/LJMMj
- Founded 1867 by Abraham Kuhn and brother-in-law Solomon Loeb
- Partners included; Otto Kahn, Paul Warburg, Felix Warburg, Jacob Schiff, 
   Mortimer Schiff, Benjamin Buttenwieser, Lewis Strauss, and Sigmund Warburg
- Partners of Kuhn, Loeb were related by blood and marriage to partners 
   of J & W Seligman, Speyer & Co., Goldman, Sachs & Co., and Lehman Brothers 
- Created the Equitable Trust Company (aka Chase Bank) with Rockefeller in 1911
- Major supporters of Woodrow Wilson s̓ presidential campaign, especially J. Schiff

Warburg, Otto:
— http://archive.vn/A3jbk
- Becomes president of the World Zionist Organization (founded by Theo Herzl), 1911
- Cousin of Max M. Warburg

Rothschild, Nathaniel Mayer (Natty):
— http://archive.vn/tzkIx — http://archive.vn/HqEVU
- Personal friend and business partner of Winston Churchill's father, Randolph
- Loaned money extensively to the Churchill family
- Personal friend of President Theodore Roosevelt
- Pressured Theodore Roosevelt to appoint Solomon Straus as first Jewish
   cabinet minister in U.S. history
   Natty said this was to “facilitate immigration of Russians and Poles into America”
   Note: these were the main locations from which Bolsheviks moved into U.S. in 1950s

Rothschild/Warburg, Carola: 
— http://archive.vn/wiBbg — http://archive.vn/glWWv
- Born 1894
- Daughter of Felix M. Warburg
- Married into Rothschild family via Walter Nathan Rothschild, 1916



Rothschild/Sassoon, Aline Caroline:
— http://archive.vn/4hdGa
- Born 1867
- Married into Sassoon family via Edward Sassoon, 1887
- Their son, Philip, would go on to be Winston Churchill s̓ private secretary
- Note: Sassoons were known as “Rothschilds of the East” with a merchant empire 
   spanning much of Asia, including India and China: major players in British Empire

Roosevelt, Theodore:
— http://archive.vn/6UCzi
- President of the United States
- Assisted in ending Russo-Japanese War, on behalf of Rothschild business interests

Stalin, Joseph (Ioseb Besarionis dze Jughashvili):
— http://archive.vn/axbKk
- Worked for the Rothschilds at a refinery
- Organized workers strikes that led to the Batumi Massacre, 1902
- Organized subsequent demonstration of 7,000 workers, was imprisoned as a result
   Pure speculation: was he spotted by international finance at this point?

Baruch, Bernard:
— http://archive.vn/SdxfN
- Also known as “The Lone Wolf of Wall Street”, amassed huge wealth by the age of 30
- Wall Street s̓ best known independent financier by 1910
- Would go on to become;
   - Personal advisor to President Woodrow Wilson
   - Personal advisor to President Franklin D. Roosevelt
   - Personal advisor to, and Prime Minister Winston Churchill s̓ “favorite American”
- Would help pass the Treaty of Versailles
- Would be instrumental in the founding of the League of Nations
- Would be instrumental in the creation of the European Union

Buchanan, George 
— http://archive.vn/87WHF
- British Ambassador to Russia
- Reportedly financed the Bolsheviks via Trotsky, presumably around 1907
   Sources: Leon Trotsky, “My Life”, Arsene de Goulevitch, “Czarism and Revolution”
- Quoted: “I readily admit that Lenin and Trotsky are both extraordinary men.”
- Known for “failing” to evacuate the Tsar and his family from Russia before their 
   murder by the Bolsheviks at Ekaterinburg in 1918



Rhodes, Cecil: 
— http://archive.vn/FGisB 
- After whom Rhodesia was named.
- Ran a diamond mining operation in South Africa
   Note: this operation was financed entirely by N. & M. Rothschild & Sons,
   who controlled 90% of the World s̓ diamond supply at the time (now 40%, 2019)
- A Freemason of the Apollo University Lodge
- Established Rhodes-Milner Round Table movement, inspired by masonry

Rhodes-Milner Round Table:
— http://archive.vn/9IewE
- Founded 1909 by:
   - Cecil Rhodes, an N. & M. Rothschilds & Sons funded freemason
   - Alfred Milner, Rothschilds employee via Rio Zinc, Balfour declaration signatory
- Members included: Nathan Mayer Rothschild, Leo Amery and Arthur Balfour (two 
   Balfour Declaration signatories), Lionel Curtis, Albert Grey, Alfred E. Zimmern 
   (who assisted in the founding of the League of Nations and UNESCO), 
   Harry Johnston and many more.
- Stated aim was to “promote union between Britain and its self-governing colonies”



2. FIRST WORLD WAR  (1914-1918)

Balfour Declaration (1917):
— http://archive.vn/T06ZQ
- Announcing UK s̓ dedication to the establishment of a Jewish homeland in Palestine;
   “[the UK will] use their best endeavours to facilitate the achievement of this object”
   “nothing shall be done which may prejudice [...] the rights and political status
   enjoyed by Jews in any other country.”
- Authored by Walter Rothschild, Alfred Milner (war advisor to UK PM David 
   Lloyd George), Leo Amery (who would go on to found the Jewish Legion, AKA the 
   Israeli Defence Force), and signed by Arthur Balfour (UK Foreign Secretary).

Milner, Alfred:
— http://archive.vn/Teywo
- War advisor to UK PM David Lloyd George
- Appointed UK Colonial Secretary, 1918
- Rothschild employee via Rio Tinto Zinc Corporation
- Authored Balfour Declaration
- Financed Trotsky with over over 21 million rubles in 1907
   Sources: Leon Trotsky, “My Life”; Arsene de Goulevitch, “Czarism and Revolution”

Sykes-Picot Agreement introduced:
— http://archive.vn/1Edzg
- A plan to divide Middle Eastern territory between French and British occupation, 
   after the defeat of the Ottoman Empire in 1918

Lenin (Ilyich Ulyanov, Vladimir):
— http://archive.vn/wUFBY — http://archive.vn/vOpxj — http://archive.vn/za2xk
- Max Warburg and Arthur Zimmermann organized Lenin s̓ safe passage through 
   Germany, from Switzerland, into Russia, arranged by an agent called “Parvus”, aka 
   Israel Lazarevich Gelfand (the financial and political advisor to The Young Turks)
   See also: Sisson Documents, http://archive.vn/wCWMj

Trotsky, Leon (Bronstein, Lev Davidovich):
— http://archive.vn/HWfu1 — http://archive.vn/yKyuS — http://archive.vn/0BGJf
- Financed by Kuhn, Loeb & Co. (Schiff, Warburg, etc), Nya Banken (Aschberg, etc)
- Detained by MI5 in Halifax, Canada, while securing funds for Bolsheviks
- Released by MI6 agent William Wiseman in Halifax, Canada
- President Woodrow Wilson facilitated Trotsky s̓ passage to Russia by issuing
   him an American passport, Russian entry permit, and British transit visa
   Source: Antony C. Sutton, “Wall Street and the Bolshevik Revolution”

Wiseman, William:
— http://archive.vn/9eY3C
- British intelligence agent
- Partner at Kuhn, Loeb & Co., 1929-1960
- Attended Paris Peace Conference, 1919



Schiff, Jacob Henry:
— http://archive.vn/8vwAx — http://archive.vn/kuPwb
- Chairman of Kuhn, Loeb & Co.
- Financed Bolshevik Revolution in Russia (est. 12 to 20 million dollars)
   Note: Schiff also funded the Russian Social Democratic Kerensky government

Aschberg, Olof:
— http://archive.vn/HWfu1
- Head of Nya Banken, Sweden-based bank
- Helped finance Bolsheviks in Russia
- Eventually became head of state-owned Vnesheconombank (VEB) in USSR, 1922

Russia: February “Bourgeois” Revolution:
— http://archive.vn/UkbHM — http://archive.vn/8vwAx
- 1917, violent protests, insurrections, mutinies from soldiers, factory workers, etc. 
   led by alliance of Social Revolutionaries, Social Democrats and Communists
- Tsar voluntarily abdicates throne ending the Romanov dynastic rule 
   and the Russian Empire
- “Progressive Bloc” Provisional Government established, headed by Alexander 
   Kerensky (who was funded by Jacob H. Schiff of Kuhn & Loeb Co.)

Russia: October Bolshevik Coup:
— http://archive.vn/TBozC — http://archive.vn/8vwAx
- 1917, betraying their fellow revolutionaries, the Bolsheviks, led by Lenin, violently 
   revolted against Kerensky s̓ Provisional Government
- Their support was fueled by anti-war sentiment, as well as economic problems 
   caused by the ineffective Provisional Government
   Note: On 17 July 1918, the Bolsheviks murdered the retired Tsar, Tsarina, their 
   children and entourage - after Sir George Buchanan (a Bolshevik financier, 1907) -
   “failed” to exfiltrate the family from Russia. Their bodies were taken to the 
   Koptyaki forest where they were stripped and mutilated
   — http://archive.vn/rvM1E
- Total death toll of “Russian” revolutions: between 7,000,000 and 12,000,000



3. INTERWAR PERIOD  (1918-1939)

Paris Peace Conference:
— http://archive.vn/KBgb1
- Treaty of Versailles passed
- League of Nations founded
   Note: U.S.A. did not join, despite being instrumental in its creation
- German territory balkanized and partitioned
- Sykes-Picot implemented

      Paris Peace Conference, The Big Four AKA The Council of Four;

1. Wilson, Woodrow (United States):
— http://archive.vn/lLfSl — http://archive.vn/SdxfN
- Personal advisor was Bernard Baruch
- Founder of the League of Nations

2. Lloyd George, David  (United Kingdom):
— http://archive.vn/blASj — http://archive.vn/6nIgw
- Private secretary was Philip Rothschild/Sassoon
- War minister / Colonial Secretary was Alfred Milner

3. Clemenceau, Georges (France):
— http://archive.vn/jkA41 — http://archive.vn/mShHN
- Minister of Interior and “right-hand-man” was Louis George Rothschild 

4. Emanuele Orlando, Vittorio (Italy):
— http://archive.vn/P9wA2
- Ostricized by the other three “Big Fours”; none of Italy s̓ claims were met at the PPC

      Paris Peace Conference, “Supporting” roles;

Warburg, Max Moritz:
— http://archive.vn/6dIl4 — http://archive.vn/ZLoCm
- Head of M. M. Warburg & Co.
- Economic specialist for Treaty of Versailles
- Weimar Republic Reichsbank board member 1924-1933
- Assisted Kalergi with creation of European Union (introduced via L. N. Rothschild)

Warburg, Paul Moritz:
— http://archive.vn/hZIx3 — http://archive.vn/nc1Bw
- Financial advisor to Woodrow Wilson
- “Father” (Chairman) of the Federal Reserve System
- Partner of Jacob Schiff's Kuhn, Loeb & Co. (married daughter of Solomon Loeb)
- Director of Wells Fargo & Co.
- Assisted Kalergi with creation of European Union (via middleman Max M. Warburg)



Lansing, Robert:
— http://archive.vn/zsEOu
- U.S. Secretary of State
- Head of the US Commission to the Paris Peace Conference
- Eventually dismissed from his position by Edith Wilson (First Lady and de facto 
   president, due to Woodrow Wilson s̓ stroke) as his opposition to the League of 
   Nations caused him to fall out of favor with Woodrow, for whom the foundation 
   of the League of Nations was a primary goal of the P.P.C.
- Lansing also advocated for “benevolent neutrality” as U.S. WW1 foreign policy

      Paris Peace Conference, Results of;

League of Nations:
— http://archive.vn/6IkIi
- Founded 1920 by major players from the Paris Peace Conference
- Theodore Roosevelt is on record as the first president to suggest creating
   a League of Nations; when the First World War Began, Roosevelt proposed 
   “a World League for the Peace of Righteousness”

Economic and Financial Organisation (EFO):
— http://archive.vn/F633M
- Part of the League of Nations
- Promoted “bread and butter internationalism”
- World s̓ first intergovernmental organization devoted to the promotion 
   of economic and monetary co-operation, “sought to connect economics 
   and finance to politics and society”

Sykes-Picot Agreement:
— http://archive.vn/1Edzg
- Implemented after Paris Peace Conference, 1919
- Maps devised by Ray Stannard Baker, Woodrow Wilson s̓ press secretary at P.P.C.
- Middle East balkanized and partitioned

      General Inter-War Happenings;

Pan-European Union:
— http://archive.vn/YI4xo
- Co-Founded 1922 by Otto von Hapsburg and Richard von Coudenhove-Kalergi, 
   a member of Vienna Freemasonic lodge “Humanitas”
- Kalergi was a personal friend of Louis Nathaniel Rothschild who introduced him to;
- Max M. Warburg, who directly financed Kalergi s̓ project, and introduced him to;
- Paul M. Warburg, chairman of Federal Reserve, as well as;
- Bernard Baruch, “Wolf of Wall Street”, advisor to Churchill, Roosevelt, Wilson
- European Union was supported by Masonic lodges across Europe;
   “Kalergi's program is a Masonic work of the highest order” wrote the Masonic 
   newspaper, ‘The Beaconʼ
- Note: the NSDAP vehemently opposed the EU for this reason (and more)



Rothschild, Louis Nathaniel:
— http://archive.vn/FdRmv
- Personal friend of Kalergi, assisted with the creation of the European Union
- Would be imprisoned by NSDAP, released for largest personal ransom in history

Warburg, Felix Moritz:
— http://archive.vn/LJMMj — http://archive.vn/8hZJT
- Becomes chairman of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., after the death of Jacob Schiff, 1920
- Married daughter of Jacob Schiff, 1895

Council on Foreign Relations
— http://archive.vn/d1ovJ — http://archive.vn/wA53R — http://archive.vn/pfNJV
- Founded 1919, after Paris Peace Conference
- Incorporated 1921 by Elihu Root, Secretary of State to Theodore Roosevelt
- Originated from a group known as “The Inquiry”, formed by Woodrow Wilson
   for the purpose of preparing for a post-war World
- The Inquiry was led by Walter Lippmann, of the Rhodes-Milner Round Table
- Funded initially by the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations
   Note: by WW2, Rockefeller was the sole funder.
- Members include(d): Dwight D. Eisenhower, George H.W. Bush, Paul Warburg, 
   George Soros, John J. McCloy (President of World Bank)
- Notable CFR controlled or linked corporations include:
   Bank of America, American Express, Citi, Exxon, Goldman Sachs, Bloomberg, 
   Coca-Cola, Dell, Lockheed Martin, Facebook, FedEx, Forbes, Microsoft, Pfizer, Sony, 
   Time Warner, Deutsche Bank, Google, Boeing, IBM
   - Almost every major corporation in the World today is a CFR “corporate member”
- Since its founding, 40-60% of U.S  foreign policy officials have been CFR members

Royal Institute of International Affairs
— http://archive.vn/DFqun
- Also known as “Chatham House”
- British sister organization to CFR, founded after the Paris Peace Conference, 1920
- First president was Arthur Balfour 

Communists/Bolsheviks:
— http://archive.vn/2kGlb — http://archive.vn/ASz9a
- Continued funding via assorted international finance sources
- Ongoing attempted revolutions throughout Europe
   Note: most notably in Germany with 1918-19 Communist revolution with 
   a  death toll of approximately 3,000,000
- 1923, Leon Trotsky publishes an article calling for a “United States of Europe”
   in Pravda Magazine, a sentiment that would later be echoed by Winston Churchill in
   1946, and modern European Union leaders in the late 2010s



4. SECOND WORLD WAR (1939-1945)

Chamberlain, Neville:
— http://archive.vn/4QNor 
- Was vehemently criticized for his policy of “appeasement” towards Germany in the 
   years leading up to the war. See, for example, the “Anglo–German Agreement”
- Pressured into declaring war on Germany by warmongers in his cabinet, such as...
      - Leo Amery, signatory of the Balfour declaration and founder of the Israeli 
      Defense Force s̓ predecessor, the “Jewish League”
      — https://archive.vn/nTn9V
      - Arthur Greenwood, a Freemason, who was instrumental in ensuring that
      the UK would continue to fight Germany in 1940, encouraging Churchill to reject 
      Germany s̓ peace offerings
      — https://archive.vn/Ow86f
- Restored Churchill to the Cabinet as First Lord of the Admiralty, and gave him a seat 
   in the War Cabinet, though Chamberlain curtailed Churchill s̓ warmongering nature.
- Chamberlains inaction in the war caused it to be dubbed the “Bore War”, and later 
   renamed to the “Phoney War” by warmongering journalists.
- Ousted by warmongers after 8 months, initiated by Leo Amery s̓ speech stating: 
   “You have sat here too long for any good you are doing. Depart, I say, and let us have 
   done with you. In the name of God, go!”

Churchill, Winston: 
— http://archive.vn/sflId — http://archive.vn/llV1Y — http://archive.vn/noy4u
- Personal advisor and “favorite American” was Bernard Baruch
- Churchill family still in debt to the Rothschilds from Pre-WW1
- Deeply involved with Rothschilds on a personal level;
   “frequent guest at Alfred de Rothschild s̓ house parties at Halton”
- Drunkard, mountains of personal debt, kept afloat by “secret financial backers”;
   Obviously accepted bailouts from Rothschilds
   Completely at the mercy of his financiers
   Probably bribed/commanded to wage war against Germany, and rejected multiple  
   peace offerings from Germany, see Pat J. Buchanan s̓ book “The Unnecessary War”

Roosevelt, Franklin D.:
— http://archive.vn/7dit2 — http://archive.vn/SdxfN
- Personal advisor was Bernard Baruch
- Financial advisor was James Paul Warburg
- Secretary of the Treasury was Henry Morgenthau

Morgenthau, Henry:
— http://archive.vn/6A9p5
- U. S. Secretary of the Treasury
- Authored “Germany is Our Problem” (distribution authorized by Roosevelt)
- Proposed “Morgenthau Plan”, designed to cripple the Germanics post-WW2
- Would go on to found IMF, World Bank Group, etc



Warburg, James Paul:
— http://archive.vn/ICTRj
- Son of Paul M. Warburg
- Nephew of Jacob H. Schiff.
- Financial advisor to Franklin Roosevelt 
- Involved with the creation of the “Morgenthau Plan”

      International finance influence in Communist China;

Coe, Virginius Frank:
— http://archive.vn/95onW
- Secretary of the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
- Consultant of Secretary of the Treasury Department
- Adviser to head the of the Federal Security Agency
- Technical secretary at the United Nations Monetary and Financial Conference
- Communist spy, as confirmed by KGB archives

White, Harry Dexter:
— http://archive.vn/BnNkV
- Senior U.S. Treasury Department official
- Worked closely with Henry Morgenthau
- Major architect of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the
- World Bank Group (WBG)
- Collaborated with Solomon Adler and V. Frank Coe to prevent a bail-out 
   loan to nationalist China, intentionally causing inflation to skyrocket
   Note: hyperinflation (1000%) was a major asset to Communist party's rise to power
- Communist spy, as confirmed by declassified FBI documentation

Adler, Solomon:
— http://archive.vn/ddnp1 — http://archive.vn/QhroZ
- Economist in the U.S. Treasury Department
- U.S. Treasury representative to China
- Worked for Chinese Communist Party's International Liaison Department
- Communist spy, as confirmed by declassified FBI documentation
- Worked with V. F. Coe and S. Rittenberg translating Chairman Mao's works

Rittenberg, Sidney:
— http://archive.vn/D3qKB
- Consultant to brands, such as Intel, Levi Strauss, Microsoft
- Member of US Communist party, sent to China 1944
- Worked for the United Nations
- Interpreter for Mao Zedong



Epstein, Israel:
— http://archive.vn/PCfVV
- Son of a Bolshevik
- NKVD agent
- Minister of Appropriations to the Chinese Communist Party
- Potential connections to the Sassoons/Rothschilds (unconfirmed)

Rothschild, Robert:
— http://archive.vn/TWCN3
- Secretary at the Belgian embassy in Chungking, the headquarters 
- of Chiang Kai-shek's government
- Consul general to China
- Representative on the council of NATO
- Worked on Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (Treaty of Rome),
   which led to the creation of the European Economic Community (EEC), 1958

Rothschild, N. M. Victor:
— http://archive.vn/47aRk
- Close friend of Winston Churchill
- Senior executive at Royal Dutch Shell (aka “Shell”, oil company)
- Advisor to Margaret Thatcher
- MI5 and MI6 agent
- Accused of being a Communist spy (though never proven)

Lawrence Kuhn, Robert:
— http://archive.vn/Gz80a
- International financier
- Senior advisor to Ernst & Young (a company that helped Lehman Brothers 
   bank engage in criminal malpractice)
- Works for BBC, CNN, Bloomberg, Forbes, etc
- Columnist for China Daily and South China Morning Post
- Long-time adviser to China s̓ leaders and the Chinese government

Communist Revolution in China:
— https://archive.vn/dx2Hp
- Begins 1946, led by Mao Zedong
- Evident influence from outside forces, primarily Communist agents working out 
   of the US government with deep links to finance, in addition to some Bolsheviks
- Massive hyperinflation (that was exacerbated by a U.S. loan denied by Communist
   agents in the American government) destroyed the middle class, which had been 
   the main support of the nationalist government



5. POST-SECOND WORLD WAR (1945<)

United Nations (UN):
— http://archive.vn/2zWSf
- Founded 1945
- Drafted 1941 by Franklin Roosevelt, Winston Churchill, and Harry Hopkins.
-  1942, Roosevelt (US), Churchill (UK), “Litinov” aka Wallach (USSR), and Soong 
   (China), signed United Nations declaration and declared their four countries
   to be the “Four Policemen” of the United Nations
- 29 more nations signed over the next few years

United Nations Monetary and Financial (Bretton Woods) Conference:
— http://archive.vn/jzf7H — http://archive.vn/azHNJ — http://archive.vn/W9GCY
- Headed by Henry Morgenthau, US Secretary of the Treasury under Roosevelt
- Ratification of the “Bretton Woods agreements” (on which IMF is based)
- Lead to the founding of...
   International Monetary Fund (IMF);
   General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT),
         Succeeded by World Trade Organization;
   International Trade Organization (ITO),
         Became the World Trade Organization (WTO);
   World Bank Group (WBG), which included; 
         International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD),
         the International Development Association (IDA),
         the International Finance Corporation (IFC),
         the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA),
         the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID)
- US dollar established as a global “anchor currency”
- Abolition of Gold Standard, which leads to the “Petro-Dollar”
   Note: many countries have attempted to free themselves from the Petro-Dollar and 
   re-instate the Gold Standard (Iraq, Libya, Syria), resulting in multiple conflicts

NATO:
— http://archive.vn/a9nmC
- Founded 1949 by members of the Western Union (aka the European Union)

People s̓ Republic of China:
— http://archive.vn/3Rtw5
- Established 1949 by Mao Zedong after a civil war resulting in over
   10,000,000 casualties
- 1950 the PLA (Chinese military) captures Tibet
- 1958 to 1961, “Great Leap Forward” results in an estimated 45 million deaths
- 1971, Communist PRC was admitted to the United Nations
- 1989, Tiananmen Square Massacres: civilians killed while protesting corruption 
   and inflation, calling for greater freedoms of press, speech, and for democracy



European Union:
— http://archive.vn/YI4xo — http://archive.vn/vuUK2 — http://archive.vn/xviT2 
- Successor to the “Pan-European Union”, established by Kalergi, Baruch, 
   the Rothschilds, the Warburgs, and international freemasonry.
- 1946, Winston Churchill calls for a “United States of Europe”,  in a speech 
   at the University of Zürich
   Note: Leon Trotsky also called for this in Pravda Magazine, 1923, a sentiment echoed 
   to this day (2019) by EU leaders, such as Martin Schulz and Guy Verhofstadt 
- “Western Union” (WU) founded under 1948 Brussels Treaty
- 1949, Council of Europe founded, after the Hague Congress of 1948
   Note: This also led to the founding of the College of Europe, where “Europe's 
   future leaders would live and study together”
- Modified Brussels Treaty, 1955, renamed WU to “Western European Union”
- 1959, Treaty of Rome (drafted by Robert Rothschild), established the European 
   Economic Community (EEC) and a customs union
- 1985, the Schengen Agreement introduced open borders without passport 
   controls between most member states and some non-member states
- 1986, “European” (EU) flag is used by EEC; the Single European Act (SEA) is signed
- 2007, Lisbon Treaty was signed, WEU renamed to “European Union”
- 2018, Emmanuel Macron (ex-banker at Rothschild & Cie Banque) other EU leaders 
   call for the creation of a “single EU military, to complement NATO”, so far 9 EU 
   states have signed in agreement with the suggestion
   — http://archive.vn/UhoJJ
Note: Wikipedia on the EU conveniently does not mention the Pan-European Union, Kalergi, 
Rothschild, Warburg, or Baruch, and goes on to name four people nobody has ever heard of 
as the “founding fathers of the European Union”

      Organizations established by international finance & associates;

Atlantik-Brücke:
— http://archive.vn/vIOCc
- Founded 1952, Hamburg, by;
   Eric M. Warburg, of M. M. Warburg & Co.
   — http://archive.vn/Sd9Zt
   Helmut Schmidt, an important figure in the creation of the European Central Bank
   — http://archive.vn/TphsM
   Marion Gräfin Dönhoff, world-renowned anti-Nazi journalist, and an important 
   media figure publishing endorsements of post-WW2 political arrangements
   — http://archive.vn/3gee7
- Its founding was inspired by the Council on Foreign Relations
- Stated objective is the promotion of “Atlanticism”, closer co-operation between 
   Europe, the U.S.A, and Canada



Bilderberg Group:
— http://archive.vn/H58Zz
- Established in 1954 by the Prince of Belgium and head of Unilever, 
   with the assistance of the head of the CIA and U.S. President Eisenhower
- Goal was to combat "rising anti-Americanism" in Europe
- Attendees include:
   Prince Charles, Bill Clinton, Margaret Thatcher, Bill Gates, Henry Kissinger,
   Angela Merkel, and an array of industry, finance, and media World leaders
- In 2001, Denis Healey, a Bilderberg group founder and a steering committee 
   member, said, “To say we were striving for a one-World government is exaggerated, 
   but not wholly unfair. Those of us in Bilderberg felt we couldn't go on forever 
   fighting one another for nothing and killing people and rendering millions homeless. 
   So we felt that a single community throughout the World would be a good thing.”

Club of Rome:
— http://archive.vn/sh6vL  
- Founded 1968 by David Rockefeller, Aurelio Peccei (who helped bring fiat currency
   to China), Alexander King (a Commander of the Order of the British Empire, 
   and member of the European Productivity Agency (EPA))
- Published “The First Global Revolution”, described as “a blueprint for 
   the twenty-first century”
   — http://archive.vn/Zaw3M
- Published “The Limits to Growth”, a book documenting a simulation of exponential 
   economic and population growth with finite resource supplies
   Note: This was criticized by Nobel prize-winning economist Robert Solow 
   as being amateurish with “simplistic” scenarios
- — http://archive.vn/6RWqM
Note: The Club of Rome was/is instrumental in creating what is often described today
as “global warming/climate change alarmism”

Trilateral Commission:
— http://archive.vn/3Hq66
- Founded 1973 by David Rockefeller with aims to “foster closer cooperation
   between Japan, Western Europe, and North America”
- Founding members included:
   Alan Greenspan, head of Federal Reserve, director of the Council 
   on Foreign Relations
   — https://archive.vn/1pRv3
   Paul Volcker, head of Federal Reserve, member of the Bilderberg Group, 
   member of Council on Foreign Relations, financial advisor to Barack Obama;
   — https://archive.vn/yz8kx
   George S. Franklin, executive director of the Council on Foreign Relations;
   — N/A
   Zbigniew Brzezinski, a Rockefeller advisor and President Jimmy Carter's National 
   Security Advisor, member of the Council on Foreign Relations and Bilderberg Group
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European Council on Foreign Relations:
— http://archive.vn/cq3Nn
- Founded 2007
- Initial funding from George Soros s̓ Open Society Foundations
- ECFR s̓ strategic community includes serving foreign ministers, former prime 
   ministers, members of national parliaments and European Parliament, 
   EU Commissioners, former NATO secretaries
- Primarily concerned with pan-Europeanism, and the creation of a “Wider Europe”, 
   presumably the eventual incorporation of Middle East and North Africa (MENA) 
   into the European Union, which has been hinted at by some EU politicians



6. DOCUMENT TIMELINE SUMMARY

— 1909 Rhodes-Milner Round Table founded                            “—” Denotes major System organization

1913 ADL founded                                           
— 1913 Federal Reserve System founded
1914 First World War begins
1916 Sykes-Picot Agreement introduced
1917 Balfour Declaration
1917 Russia: February “Bourgeois” Revolution
1917 Russia: October Bolshevik Coup
1918 Germany: attempted Bolshevik Revolution
1918 First World War ends
1919 Paris Peace Conference
1919 Treaty of Versailles Signed
— 1919 Council on Foreign Relations founded
— 1920 League of Nations founded
— 1920 Royal Institute of International Affairs Founded
1920 Sykes-Picot Agreement implemented
— 1922 Pan-European Union founded
1923 Trotsky calls for a "United States of Europe", Pravda Magazine
1927 China: Civil War between Nationalists and Communists begins
1939 Second World War begins
1944 United Nations Monetary and Financial Conference
— 1944 World Bank Group (WBG) founded
1945 Second World War ends
— 1945 United Nations (aka League of Nations v2) founded
— 1945 International Monetary Fund (IMF) founded
— 1945 International Trade Organization (aka World Trade Organization v1) founded
1946 Winston Churchill calls for a “United States of Europe”
1946 Chinese Communist Revolution begins
— 1948 Western Union (WU, prototype EU v2, after Pan-European Union) founded
— 1949 North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) founded
1949 Communist Peoples' Republic of China founded
1952 Atlantik-Brücke founded
— 1954 Bilderberg Group founded
1959 European Economic Community (EEC) and a customs union founded
— 1968 Club of Rome founded
— 1973 Trilateral Commission founded
1985 EU Schengen Agreement creates open borders in Europe
2007 Lisbon Treaty renames Western Union to "European Union"
2007 European Council on Foreign Relations founded
2018 Nine European Union member states sign agreement to create EU military



7. SYSTEM HISTORY BEFORE 1913 

The creation of the Global System did not begin with the founding of the Federal Reserve, 
where this document begins. However, the founding of the Federal Reserve was the first 
step in the final chapter that led us to our current situation.

The most important pre-Fed incidents include:
- 1600s Britain, the English Civil War, which led to the creation of the Central 
   Bank of England;
- 1800s U.S.A, the War of Independence and Civil War, which were fought partially
   to free the American people from the clutches of international financiers.

It was the U.S Civil War (1861 to 1865) that ended the Jacksonian “Free Banking Era” of 
America, and led to the eventual creation of the Federal Reserve in 1913, formed after the 
New York Timesʼ Annual Financial Review published Paul Warburg s̓ first official reform plan, 
titled “A Plan for a Modified Central Bank”.

Below is a rough timeline from the beginning of the current iteration of the World 
Government / Global System conspiracy theory (which began with Merchant Banking).

Date  Event      Result

Mid 1600s English Civil War    Centralized banking in British Empire
Late 1600s Age of Enlightenment begins   Masonic influence becomes dominant
Mid 1700s Industrial Revolution    Centralized production in European lands
Late 1700s French Revolution    Masonic ‘Liberalismʼ and ‘Left vs Rightʼ
Mid 1800s Marx writes Communist Manifesto  Masonic ‘Communismʼ 
Mid 1800s US Civil War     Centralized power in USA
Early 1900s Federal Reserve founded   Centralized banking in USA
Early 1900s WW1 / LN, EU, CFR, etc. founded  Global System beta established
Mid 1900s Bolshevik Revolution / USSR founded  Centralized banking / production in Russia
Mid 1900s WW2 / UN, WBG, IMF, etc. founded  Global System alpha established
Mid 1900s ChiCom Revolution / P. R. China founded Global System arm established in Asia

You can easily find information on the events listed above if you so desire, but you 
are strongly advised to look into the history of Merchant Banking—you can find 
a short summary here: http://archive.vn/4a91x



8. RELEVANT QUOTATIONS

“For most of the nineteenth century, N. M. Rothschild was 
part of the biggest bank in the world which dominated the 
international bond market. For a contemporary equivalent, 
one has to imagine a merger between Merrill Lynch, Morgan 
Stanley, J. P. Morgan and probably Goldman Sachs too—as 
well, perhaps, as the International Monetary Fund, given the 
nineteenth-century Rothschild's role in stabilizing the 
finances of numerous governments.”
— Niall Campbell Ferguson, British Historian

“We shall have world government, whether or not we like it. 
The question is only whether world government will be 
achieved by consent or by conquest”
— James P. Warburg, Financial Advisor to F. D. Roosevelt

“It is well enough that people of the nation do not understand 
our banking and monetary system, 
for if they did, I believe there would be a revolution 
before tomorrow morning.”
— Henry Ford, American Businessman

“A great industrial nation is controlled by its system 
of credit. Our system of credit is concentrated. The 
growth of the nation, therefore, and all our activities 
are in the hands of a few men. We have come to be one 
of the worst ruled, one of the most completely controlled and 
dominated governments in the civilized world. 
No longer a government by free opinion, no longer 
a government by conviction and the vote of the majority, 
but a government by the opinion and duress of a small group 
of dominant men.”
— Woodrow Wilson, U.S. President

“The drive of the Rockefellers and their allies is to create
a one-world government, combining supercapitalism and 
Communism under the same tent, all under their control. Do I 
mean conspiracy? Yes, I do. I am convinced there is such a 
plot, international in scope, generations old in planning, and 
incredibly evil in intent.” 
— Larry P. McDonald, U.S. Congressman

(murdered by Communists, 1976)

“Some even believe we are part of a secret cabal, 
working against the best interests of the United States, 
characterizing my family and me as 'internationalists,' and of 
conspiring with others around the world to build a more 
integrated global political and economic structure - one 
world, if you will. If that's the charge, I stand guilty, 
and I am proud of it.”
—  David Rockefeller, (Memoirs, 2002)

“The world is governed by very different personages from 
what is imagined by those who are not behind the scenes.” 
— Benjamin Disraeli 

“He who controls the money controls the world.” 
— Henry Kissinger, U.S. Secretary of State

“The few who understand the system, will either be so 
interested from its profits or so dependent on its favors, that 
there will be no opposition from that class.”
— Mayer Amschel Bauer Rothschild.

 

“When a government is dependent upon bankers
for money, they and not the leaders of the government 
control the situation, since the hand that gives is above 
the hand that takes. Money has no motherland; financiers are 
without patriotism and without decency; their sole object is 
gain.” 
— Napoléon Bonaparte

“Gentlemen! I too have been a close observer of the doings of 
the Bank of the United States. I have had men watching you 
for a long time, and am convinced that you have used the 
funds of the bank to speculate in the breadstuffs of the 
country. When you won, you divided the profits amongst you, 
and when you lost, you charged it to the bank. You 
tell me that if I take the deposits from the bank and annul its 
charter I shall ruin ten thousand families. That may be true, 
gentlemen, but that is your sin! Should I let you go on, you will 
ruin fifty thousand families, and that would be my sin! You are 
a den of vipers and thieves. I have determined to rout you out, 
and by the Eternal, I will rout you out!” 
— Andrew Jackson, U.S. President

“If the American people ever allow private banks to 
control the issue of their currency first by inflation then 
by deflation the banks and corporations that will grow up 
around them will deprive the people of all property until their 
children wake up homeless on the continent their Fathers 
conquered... I believe that banking institutions 
are more dangerous to our liberties than standing armies. The 
issuing power should be taken from the banks and restored to 
the people to whom it properly belongs.” 
— Thomas Jefferson, U.S. President 

“This Act (the Federal Reserve Act, Dec. 23rd, 1913) 
establishes the most gigantic trust on earth. When the 
President signs this bill, the invisible government by the 
Monetary Power will be legalized. The people may not know it 
immediately, but the day of reckoning is only 
a few years removed. The trusts will soon realize that they 
have gone too far even for their own good. The people must 
make a declaration of independence to relieve themselves 
from the Monetary Power. This they will be able to do by 
taking control of Congress. Wall Streeters could not cheat us 
if you Senators and Representatives did not make 
a humbug of Congress. The greatest crime of Congress 
is its currency system. The worst legislative crime of the ages 
is perpetrated by this banking bill. The caucus and the party 
bosses have again operated and prevented the people from 
getting the benefit of their own government.” 
— Charles A. Lindbergh, Sr., U.S. Congressman

“It (a New World Order) cannot happen without U.S. 
participation, as we are the most significant single 
component. Yes, there will be a New World Order, and 
it will force the United States to change its perceptions.”
— Henry Kissinger, U.S. Secretary of State



9.  AUTHORʼS CONCLUSION AND FINAL WORDS

At the end of the Second World War “Western Civilization”, as it had existed, and as it is still 
perceived by many today, ended and was replaced. By 1945, the political apparatus of the 
West was almost completely subsumed into the System, and within the following decade, 
the Global System was thoroughly cemented in place. We now live under occupation by a 
global, 1984-style police state—tyrannical rule by corporations, bankers, and bureaucrats, 
shoddily disguised as “democracy”—the truth is that there was never any “democracy”,
nor did we ever have a choice in any of this. The so-called “national” governments of 
various Western countries now function as nothing more than front offices for the Global 
System. Many people today are still under the illusion that these front offices are somehow 
still theirs, still accessible, still workable, or, at worst, still salvageable. Sadly, this is no longer 
the case. The System s̓ grip is absolute; the educational apparatus, media apparatus (both 
private and state-owned), state apparatus and political parties are all owned and controlled 
by the System.  99.99% of our spineless politicians are bought-out and compromised 
traitors. Additionally, thanks to the System s̓ many layers of filtration, the 0.01% who are
not spineless, bought-out, and compromised have a 100% chance of being permanently 
ejected from the System before being able to make any notable political progress.

The System will not allow us to use its own apparatus to destroy it.

These villains did not spend centuries constructing the most expansive, complex, and 
powerful political network in recorded history to simply give it away to the very people it is 
designed to enslave. Tyrannous masters do not willingly free their slaves.

An occupier does not allow the occupied to vote their way to freedom.

Unfortunately, due to the System s̓ grip on media and education, many people have been 
brainwashed into total Stockholm Syndrome; not only do they regard the System that 
enslaves them as their savior, but they will readily lay down their lives to defend this System. 
The brainwashed will happily attack, or even kill, any fellow slaves who dare to challenge 
their System-imposed views. Consider the following: when was the last time you saw 
ANTIFA (who are self-admitted “anarcho-communists”), or any other “Leftist” groups, 
attacking the Federal Reserve, IMF, or World Bank? Decades ago. Why? Perhaps because 
they now know, deep down, that “their side” has already won? The side of Globalism, 
Liberalism, Marxism, etc. Many of these Leftists—the self-proclaimed defenders of the 
working-class—go far beyond passive coexistence with the System, vehemently endorsing 
it s̓ tyrannical, bureaucratic, uber-capitalist organizations. Why? Again, the true reason
is Stockholm Syndrome, engineered through decades of guilt and trauma propaganda. 
Their thoughts are not their own, but System-imposed, pre-programmed responses, to be 
regurgitated when they encounter specific stimuli. The CIA perfected this. This Stockholm 
Syndrome theory only applies to the System s̓ brainwashed grunts, you can be certain that 
the “Leftist” elites who run our media and education systems are just as happy being in bed 
with the capitalists of the System as the Bolsheviks and Chinese Communists were and are.

It should be noted that the labels of “Left” and “Right”, as defined by the Overton Window
of controlled mainstream politics, are now completely defunct. The use of these labels 

began with the Freemasonic French Revolution and, since then, theyʼve served no purpose 
other than to further the Systemsʼ divide and conquer agenda; every occupied state is split 
directly down the middle. This faux-polarization of the people has accelerated beyond belief 
in recent years, yet the “Left” and the “Right” espouse almost identical political stances, 
underpinned by marginally different justifications. For example, the Left favors open borders 
and “illegal” immigration because it would be “bigoted and oppressive” to turn away any 
individual waltzing unchecked through their front door. The Right favors semi-open borders 
and “legal” immigration, because flooding labor markets with surplus workers is “good for 
profit”, good for GDP, and good for the System s̓ “economy.” The results of these policies are 
functionally identical, yet both sides are led to believe that their “opposition”, Left or Right, 
is evil incarnate. Consider also the Left and Right wing attitudes towards LGBT: The Left 
believes that children should be educated on the virtues of transgenderism as young as 
possible, lest they grow up to become “oppressive bigots”; five, four, even three years old, 
no child is too young to be enlightened. The Right-wing protests: “No, no, no! This is insane! 
We must wait until the child is at least ten years old to incorporate the virtues of trans-
genderism into their education curriculum”. Once again, the results are functionally identical.

The dictator and the fundamental benefactor of all of these policies is the System. 
Investigate the H.R. policy of any Fortune 500 or Council on Foreign Relations affiliated 
corporation and youʼll find many of these sentiments echoed verbatim.

Every policy that the System wishes to implement is endorsed in its entirety by the 
combination of the controlled “Left” and the controlled “Right”. Endless compromise means 
that neither “wing” ever truly satisfies their base of support, but together, both wings 
completely satisfy the System. This dissatisfaction among the people leads to petty 
squabbles, inter-“wing” conflicts, inter-party conflicts—even families are torn apart by this 
farcical political theater. Via this good-cop-bad-cop routine, the System s̓ agenda never 
ceases to advance, but the people are completely blind to this, distracted by the 
ever-increasing division caused by the entropic shambles known as Democracy.

Left vs Right is over, what matters now is System vs Anti-System.

It is an absolute necessity to address the Second World War, as this conflict was the final 
victory of the Global System over the everyday man. Regardless of your views on the War, 
the reality of the situation is this: The true victor and the only victor was the Global System. 
These criminals certainly werenʼt on the side of the tens of millions of average working 
people who tragically died during and after this engineered conflict, and these criminals 
certainly werenʼt on the side of the millions of sacrificed Allied and Axis soldiers, who all 
died believing that they were fighting to defend their national sovereignty.

Where is their sovereignty now? Sold off to globalism under the guise of “World Peace,” 
immediately after the War ended. And what has followed since then? Endless conflict, war 
after war, a horrendously destabilized World, ever-decreasing freedoms, ever-worsening 
living conditions, suicide rates skyrocketing, health plummeting, divided societies, divided 
families, rampant pollution, nature itself is being destroyed and poisoned en masse, to the 
point that animals are being mutated and rendered infertile on a genetic level.

But weʼre all “comfortable”, arenʼt we? Nice and pacified. Huge TV? Check. Giant sofa? 
Check. Full fridge? Check. Smartphone? Check. Shiny gadgets? Check. Hedonistic 
escapism? Check. Anti-depressants? Check. Will to live? Uhhh...

The System is responsible for 99.99% of the horrors of the Modern World, but positions 
itself as the primary, if not the sole defender against its own crimes; just like their hollow 
claims of working to create “World Peace” while waging war after war, after war across the 
entire planet. Their vision of “World Peace” will only be realized when the whole World has 
been violently trampled under their boot, and revolution against their tyranny is no longer 
possible. Their vision of “World Peace” is conquering the entire globe and beating their 
slaves into a sniveling, pacifistic submission.

Sounds pretty bad, doesnʼt it? Well, it is, and things are going to get worse.

Do you want the painful truth or a beautiful lie? These days, the lies are hideous and you 
already have the truth, so welcome aboard. Getting out of this mess starts with people like 
you spreading awareness, promoting healthy living, helping your local community, and 
organizing politically. None of the aforementioned things are viable solutions to get us out
of this mess, but they are steps onto the right pathway.

Finally, if you found this document useful, please save this PDF and spread it anywhere and 
everywhere, the more people who understand the System, the better.
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underpinned by marginally different justifications. For example, the Left favors open borders 
and “illegal” immigration because it would be “bigoted and oppressive” to turn away any 
individual waltzing unchecked through their front door. The Right favors semi-open borders 
and “legal” immigration, because flooding labor markets with surplus workers is “good for 
profit”, good for GDP, and good for the System s̓ “economy.” The results of these policies are 
functionally identical, yet both sides are led to believe that their “opposition”, Left or Right, 
is evil incarnate. Consider also the Left and Right wing attitudes towards LGBT: The Left 
believes that children should be educated on the virtues of transgenderism as young as 
possible, lest they grow up to become “oppressive bigots”; five, four, even three years old, 
no child is too young to be enlightened. The Right-wing protests: “No, no, no! This is insane! 
We must wait until the child is at least ten years old to incorporate the virtues of trans-
genderism into their education curriculum”. Once again, the results are functionally identical.

The dictator and the fundamental benefactor of all of these policies is the System. 
Investigate the H.R. policy of any Fortune 500 or Council on Foreign Relations affiliated 
corporation and youʼll find many of these sentiments echoed verbatim.

Every policy that the System wishes to implement is endorsed in its entirety by the 
combination of the controlled “Left” and the controlled “Right”. Endless compromise means 
that neither “wing” ever truly satisfies their base of support, but together, both wings 
completely satisfy the System. This dissatisfaction among the people leads to petty 
squabbles, inter-“wing” conflicts, inter-party conflicts—even families are torn apart by this 
farcical political theater. Via this good-cop-bad-cop routine, the System s̓ agenda never 
ceases to advance, but the people are completely blind to this, distracted by the 
ever-increasing division caused by the entropic shambles known as Democracy.

Left vs Right is over, what matters now is System vs Anti-System.

It is an absolute necessity to address the Second World War, as this conflict was the final 
victory of the Global System over the everyday man. Regardless of your views on the War, 
the reality of the situation is this: The true victor and the only victor was the Global System. 
These criminals certainly werenʼt on the side of the tens of millions of average working 
people who tragically died during and after this engineered conflict, and these criminals 
certainly werenʼt on the side of the millions of sacrificed Allied and Axis soldiers, who all 
died believing that they were fighting to defend their national sovereignty.

Where is their sovereignty now? Sold off to globalism under the guise of “World Peace,” 
immediately after the War ended. And what has followed since then? Endless conflict, war 
after war, a horrendously destabilized World, ever-decreasing freedoms, ever-worsening 
living conditions, suicide rates skyrocketing, health plummeting, divided societies, divided 
families, rampant pollution, nature itself is being destroyed and poisoned en masse, to the 
point that animals are being mutated and rendered infertile on a genetic level.

But weʼre all “comfortable”, arenʼt we? Nice and pacified. Huge TV? Check. Giant sofa? 
Check. Full fridge? Check. Smartphone? Check. Shiny gadgets? Check. Hedonistic 
escapism? Check. Anti-depressants? Check. Will to live? Uhhh...

The System is responsible for 99.99% of the horrors of the Modern World, but positions 
itself as the primary, if not the sole defender against its own crimes; just like their hollow 
claims of working to create “World Peace” while waging war after war, after war across the 
entire planet. Their vision of “World Peace” will only be realized when the whole World has 
been violently trampled under their boot, and revolution against their tyranny is no longer 
possible. Their vision of “World Peace” is conquering the entire globe and beating their 
slaves into a sniveling, pacifistic submission.

Sounds pretty bad, doesnʼt it? Well, it is, and things are going to get worse.

Do you want the painful truth or a beautiful lie? These days, the lies are hideous and you 
already have the truth, so welcome aboard. Getting out of this mess starts with people like 
you spreading awareness, promoting healthy living, helping your local community, and 
organizing politically. None of the aforementioned things are viable solutions to get us out
of this mess, but they are steps onto the right pathway.

Finally, if you found this document useful, please save this PDF and spread it anywhere and 
everywhere, the more people who understand the System, the better.

International Finance, World War,
and the Creation of the Global System

Final Words

After reading this document you should have a decent grasp 
on the extremely incestuous nature of the Global System, as well 
as understanding that the project to create this System has been led 
by an unfathomably small amount of people, from the same “elite” 
families, generation after generation. This being said, they would never 
have achieved their goals without the assistance of those further down 
the chain of corruption, ready to sell out their people for power, 
influence, and quick dollar.


